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DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Sicily is your pocket guide to the very best of Sicily. Make the

most of your trip to Sicily with our Top 10 Travel Guide. From the most popular restaurants to where

to find traditional delicacies to the most magical villages and very best shops and markets, our guide

will give you the insight of a native with the confidence of a seasoned traveler. Visit ancient Greek

temples and Roman sites, stroll along the beautiful beaches, or visit one of Sicily's active volcanoes.

Packed with insider tips, our Top 10 Travel Guide is the resource you'll need to find the best hotels

for a budget or discover fun activities to do with children. Discover DK Eyewitness Travel Guide:

Top 10 Sicily  True to its name, this Top 10 guidebook covers all major sights and attractions in

easy-to-use "top 10" lists that help you plan the vacation that's right for you.  "Don't miss"

destination highlights. Things to do and places to eat, drink, and shop by area. Free, color pull-out

map (print edition), plus maps and photographs throughout. Walking tours and day-trip itineraries.

Traveler tips and recommendations. Local drink and dining specialties to try. Museums, festivals,

outdoor activities. Creative and quirky best-of lists and more.  The perfect pocket-size travel

companion: DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Top 10 Sicily  Recommended: For an in-depth guidebook

to Italy, check out DK Eyewitness Travel Guide: Italy, which offers the most complete cultural

coverage of Italy; 3-D cross-section illustrations of major sights and attractions; thousands of

photographs, illustrations, and maps; and more.
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Wanderlust Travel Awards 2009 Ã¢â‚¬â€œ 2014 "This [DK Eyewitness Travel: Top 10] might be the



best traveling companion to throw in your pack. It's a slim and sleek overviewÃ¢â‚¬Â¦loaded with

practical and useful content." Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Gadling.com "KnownÃ¢â‚¬Â¦for its four-color maps, photos

and illustrations, the [DK] Eyewitness Guides are extremely user-friendly for travelers who want their

information delivered in a concise, visual way." Ã¢â‚¬â€œ Chicago Tribune "The best

optionÃ¢â‚¬Â¦Color photos, maps, and diagrams bring the place to life." Ã¢â‚¬â€œ The

Philadelphia Inquirer

About DK Eyewitness Travel Guides: For more than two decades, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides

have helped travelers experience the world through the history, art, architecture, and culture of their

destinations. Expert travel writers and researchers provide independent editorial advice,

recommendations, and reviews. With guidebooks to hundreds of places around the globe available

in print and digital formats, DK Eyewitness Travel Guides show travelers how they can discover

more.

I purchased the Kindle version of this book and would not recommend this format for traveling - too

hard to move between information on various locations, the google maps (which in themselves are

very useful), and related photos. I will check out the paper copy of this book and may purchase that

before my upcoming trip. The book does cover the whole island, but without a lot of detail about

each area. There are lists of restaurants for each area, but it's not clear on what basis they were

chosen, and many don't have specific dishes to recommend. A good set of basic Italian words and

phrases is at the end of the book, but in this Kindle edition some words are missing in the

translations (I speak Italian, so I know), and there is no initial explanation of which syllable in an

Italian word is stressed (to be emphasized), and no markings of this in the words and phrases in the

list. So... I think either the book needed more editing before publication, or more work in general.

These Top 10 books are the best! I buy them whenever traveling if my destination is available. It is

organized in a manner that makes them easy to access, it gives just the right amount of information

and 99.5% of the time gets me where I want to go. The top 10 format makes researching and

planning a lot easier because the reader does not have to sift through information or waste time on

sights or areas that might not be the best or most important to see. This particular book is divided

into the major areas, the areas are broken down by the best in each area etc, etc. The book itself if

small, easy to fit in a backpack or purse, has good pictures, is succinct, accurate and extremely

useful.



For a small book, the coverage was excellent. We traveled through different areas of Sicily and I

often referred to this book on the places to see, what not to miss and relevant information that we

needed to know, Easy to take alone, great photos and good info.

Excellent source of all things and places in Sicily.Everything you will need to have a great trip

there.No other planning book necessary.

This was the perfect book for our five-day jaunt through Sicily. ALL the highlights, in an

easy-to-look-up format. It was the only Sicily guide we had (or needed). Highly recommended.

Great way to plan sightseeing in the region. Details and recommendations in clear language and

easy to find directions. Take it along to see all you want to see and enjoy your vacation.

This was a great introduction to the many towns/cities we visited during our 11 day trip. I find

Eyewitness guides very helpful and easy to use.

Didnt feel it really gave enough information to plan. If I had to choose between what to see and what

not, it was hard. Everything seemed the same.
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